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Sarah Ong, 27, Corporate Affairs Manager
Geoffrey Chua, 32, Operations and
Project Analyst
How did this five year-long journey of
love start?
Geoffrey (G): We both studied at the
University of Western Australia in Perth.
We had a lot of mutual friends and I had
seen her around. I decided to message her
on Facebook one day even though I had
already graduated and was in Singapore.
Sarah (S): He said I had a very nice smile
and if you never try, you will never know.
We continued to stay in touch and he flew
down to meet me a week later under the
pretext of selling his car.
What is one prominent and wonderful
memory you have of your partner?
G: There were a lot of times when she
didn’t notice me at all though I’m not the
smallest person! So the first time she came
down the stairs to meet me was one of the
more magical moments. Finally, I was big
enough for her to see!
S: When he first asked me to be his
girlfriend at the airport’s departure hall. He
got an infinity ring for me that has “now
and forever” engraved on it. He asked,
“Would you let me take care of you?” It
was like a proposal and I was like, “Oh my
God, okay.” And then he said, “Okay, bye,
gotta go now!” To him, even if I said no,
he could still leave! But no one had asked
me to be their partner that way. It really is
a commitment. That was when I knew he
really meant it.
Any tips for those intending to traverse
the borders with a long-distance
relationship?
G: Thank goodness for Skype! There are
always road bumps but you just have to talk
through it and make things work. The love
you have will carry you through.
S: Communication is key and love can’t
be forced. If you have arguments, you
just have to give each other ample space
to think it through. I always believe if you
really love each other, somehow or another
you will find your way back to each other.
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Editorial

ANOTHER YEAR IS NEARLY
at an end and often its close brings
a phase of self-reflection. You start
pondering on the little successes that
mark a good year and the missed
opportunities that give a painful tug
at your heartstrings. But that’s life isn’t
it? Its joyride of ups and downs and
our own sense of urgency make those
ripples of change that make life more
interesting and varied.
As you muse on both the
remarkable and regrettable moments
of your year, the thought that you are
still single or haven’t made the big leap
into marriage might occupy your mind.
But chances often come our way and it
is up to us to grab them in the coming
year if we have been used to letting
them go in the past.
So do your due diligence and refer
to our It’s a Date (page 22) which
lists many such opportune moments

The crew looks through photos while
the hardworking couple take a break

02

to make new friends who may
have similar interests, from playing
the ukulele to karaoke or cooking.
Acquainting yourself with more
wonderful similar-minded friends is
that first step to finding a match.
There are other ways to pick
the best out of the pool, too. Just
remember the magic number when
dating: 37 percent. For an explanation
of this answer to successful dating,
you just have to flip to Heart Truths
(pages 4 and 5), which brings you the
best romantic advice from the fields
of mathematics and science. But of
course, rules and recommendations
from these fields of study may seem
purely theoretical and limited in their
applications to love and humankind,
which are indeed complex.
To complement these tips, learn
from the real experiences of our
readers and professional advice in
Ask the Expert (page 21). If you still
feel a lack of confidence about your
romantic pursuits, get some motivation
from Mass Appeal (page 12 and 13). In
this issue, we review a Hollywood film
that shows stars dating in dystopia and
a place where emotions, including love,
are outlawed. You can’t get any worse
than that! But in the joyride of life,
every dip has an upside and the film
may inspire you to follow your heart
– which is our wish for you too in the
coming year. Here’s to a memorable
New Year’s countdown party and a
happy and loving 2017!
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FORMULATED BY JASON LEE AND
INSPIRED BY TRAVEL, SIX’S ARTISANAL
SCENTS ARE FREE FROM INGREDIENTS
OF ANIMAL ORIGIN AND ARE NOT
TESTED ON ANIMALS. PERFECT AS
GIFTS FOR YOUR LOVED ONES, EACH
BOX IS FITTED WITH THESE UNISEX
FRAGRANCES IN MINI-BOTTLES:

Readers’ Quiz
Read Duet, then go online to take this quiz,
and stand to a chance to win a collectible gift
box of new artisanal fine fragrances by SIX!

1

The film, My Love, Sinema is set in:
A) Malaysia
B) Taiwan
C) Singapore

2

The maths rule that teaches you how to find a
partner can be explained as:
A) Select the best one that comes along after
dating 37% of your dating pool
B) Date only 37 people and choose the best one
out of the lot
C) Marry the 37th person you date

3

Rabbit Carrot Gun is a:
A) A hip-hop collective
B) A casual dining restaurant
C) Dessert served in a Katong café

4

This issue’s Dinner Date was held at:
A) Table for 2
B) Table at 8
C) Table at 7

5

Out of these options, which occupations have
the highest rate of marital longevity according
to a 2010 Radford University study?
A) Optometrists and nuclear engineers
B) Musicians and accounting clerks
C) Bartenders and social workers

1 X 123 TRIBECA,
1 X 1724 PUKA
1 X 27F° BIEI

This boxed collection will appeal to sexy urbanites,
sensual romantics and explorers and are sure to
transport couples on a ‘scent-sational’ journey!

How to participate in Duet’s quiz:
Head to www.duetsg.com/contest

Closing date: 1 Nov 2016

Submit your answers online

Check your e-mail to see if you won!
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HEART TRUTHS

The Mathematics
of Love?
A simple maths rule helps you
select your special someone
By Victoria Yang

NOT SURE HOW TO SELECT
a partner out of the dating pool?
Leave it up to the mathematicians
to find the solution to this
age-old conundrum.
That’s because the problem
isn’t limited to the complex world
of social relations. In fact, it’s a
maths problem that goes by a few
names – the secretary problem, the
optimal stopping problem and the
best choice problem. While this
solution was created by a bunch of
mathematicians, it was introduced
to the marriageable masses in
a Scientific American column in
1960. In more contemporary times,
mathematician Hannah Fry also
made it the subject of a TED
talk in 2014.
The scenario that sets up the
calculation goes like this: imagine
you have 11 potential suitors whom
you could consider as a life partner.
Unfortunately you haven’t met all
11 of them but you can’t go back to
those you already rejected. If you’re
not keen on going through all 11,
which suitor should you pick?
According to maths, you should
turn down the first 37 percent of all
the suitors in your life and – here’s the
important bit – pick the next person
who is better than everyone you have
dated. If you’re into details, the exact
equation is actually 1/e, which should
come out to 0.368 or 36.8 percent.
In this case, you should say no
nicely up to Mr or Ms 4, because
one person from candidate No. 5
and onwards is likely to be the most
04

suitable partner for you. Translated
mathematically, picking anyone or
anything randomly out of 11 options,
would give you success rate of 9
percent, far lower than 37 percent than
the formula affords you. By the way,
this also applies if you’re hiring staff or
finding an apartment.
But while Fry pointed out in her
TED talk, “love, as with most of life,
is full of patterns and mathematics;
it’s ultimately, all about the study of
patterns”, there’s still good cause for
romantics to rely on emotions rather
than data to pick a partner.
After all, real relationships are
far more complex than formulas. To
counter the maths, it’s difficult to
estimate how many suitors you might
have in your life. In addition, the one
you pick after skipping the first 37

percent might actually be a terrible
person. What happens then if maths
is used as a rule to love henceforth?
Arguments can’t be solved by
calculating in percentages how
much effort one partner has put in.
More importantly, it’s likely
that more people marry their first
sweetheart than look up the Internet
on best ways to find love according
to maths. Maths may make for an
intriguing eyeglass through which
to analyse patterns, but having an
open heart and the courage to get
out there to meet people will throw
you more opportunities to make
suitors and even a partner out of
new friends. The best decision we
could make for our love lives then is
one that uses a rule that defies logic
– following your heart.
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GIVEN THE PROLIFERATION
of dating apps, sites and agencies that
send suitors to your doorstep these days,
your first date is likely to be someone
you’ve spoken to at length but haven’t
met before.
The popularity of such encounters
has produced new rules for dates when it
comes to the choice of activity or venue.
As The Washington Post reported in
an article on what restaurant staff think
of date outings, “This has given rise
to new rules: Dinner and a movie are
out. Cocktails and casual, inexpensive
dates are in.”
Here’s what you should consider when
choosing a venue:

Restaurant Rules
for Romance

1

The ambience matters. Yellow and
red interiors make the environment
feel more hectic, causing diners to eat
faster and, of course, leave quicker. It
will turn a better profit for restaurants,
with customers waiting in line, too.

2

Choose a setting that has soft
lighting and soft jazz instrumental
music playing. Cornell University
researchers found that by
transforming even a fast-food
restaurant into a fine-dining area
using these compelled patrons to
hang around longer than they would
at a fast-food restaurant.

3

Pick a place that has a counter-top bar
or a bar at the side as well as a dining
area that serves the dinner crowd. If
your date is going fantastically well,
it will make the transition from one
hour of drinks to another two hours of
dinner much easier.

How to engineer an ideal dating activity or venue
when meeting someone new

First Date Material
Tips on evaluating someone you’re interested in

?

YOU’VE JUST MET SOMEONE
attractive at a party and while you have
discovered that they are single, you’re
not sure whether you should ask them
out. Research reveals two interesting
titbits that you could consider (with a
pinch of salt of course!):

1

Suss out your date by asking him or
her about their favourite foods — and
listen carefully to the answer! As an
Austrian psychologist published in
Appetite journal this year, the taste of
bitter foods may be linked to antisocial
personality traits and hostile behaviour.

?

2

Radford University researchers found
that certain occupations correlated
with higher divorce rates. Published
in the Journal of Police and Criminal
Psychology, the results showed that
optometrists and nuclear engineers
were the most happily married.
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IMHO

On Top of the
Dating Game
Take the pain out of first dates with a new online platform
that also offers a fun range of dating activities
By Shanti Anne Morais

DO YOU DREAM OF TURNING
an online connection into a real offline
date? Now you can make this a reality
with the new talent on the dating
scene: I-MeetYou.com (iMu), part of a
group of dating agencies set to ignite
the spark of romance into the lives of
Singapore’s singles.
Launched in May on the ninth
anniversary of its sister dating
events company, Love Express,
iMu is dedicated to helping singles
find potential life partners through
customised fun and events, regardless
of their educational and professional
backgrounds. Having been in the
dating business for nearly a decade,
Deon Chan, managing director and
co-founder of iMu, Love Express and
Divine Connect (the company arm
that provides customised date coaching
services), says that launching the two
latest additions to the company’s fold
was a natural progression. “We are
starting to see an increasing trend of
young Singaporeans taking charge
of their dating life, joining dating
agencies and being more proactive
when it comes to dating,” she shares.
As Duet went to press, Divine Connect
was in the process of becoming
SDNTrust accredited.
The Name of the Game
Explaining what spurred the company’s
set-up, Chan says, “We felt that
Singapore needed an online platform
that is more interactive and smart;
one that helps eliminate awkward first
dates by enabling members to meet
06
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and chat with other prospective
singles before attending a one-to-one
event organised by an accredited
dating practitioner.”
Targeted at millennials, specifically
those between the ages of 25-35,
the dating agency’s primary clients
comprise single professionals,
managers, executives and technicians
(PMETs). Everything is carefully
considered to attract this group, from
the colour scheme of the company’s
website to the events organised for
them. And it seems to be working –
iMu currently has 1,000 clients and this
number is steadily growing.
The website allows members to
message, chat, search and view profiles
as well as rate a person’s attractiveness
level, invite a potential date to an

event and even pay up to 50 percent of
the event cost for their chosen partner.
What makes iMu stand out
from other dating platforms? “Our
uniqueness lies in our innovative
matching technology as well as our
facilitated one-to-one events,” says
Chan. Leveraging Love Express’
extensive database and experience
in customised events, iMu aims to
deliver targeted matching through its
proprietary algorithm, the iMu matching
curve. Customised for each member
based on a detailed questionnaire
spanning the areas of personality,
lifestyle, values and their individual
profile (ethnicity, religion, etc.), it
helps to identify potential singles by
generating matches based on their
personality and preferences.

MAKE YOUR FIRST AND
SUBSEQUENT DATES
FUN AND EASY WITH
I-MEETYOU.COM’S
WIDE RANGE OF
DATING ACTIVITIES

Other draws include its ease-ofuse, availability anywhere/anytime
(at home, on laptop, or mobile),
focused search features and cost
effectiveness. It’s also very safe, says
Chan, as all members are screened
aginst the Registry of Marriages so
there is no way that any one who
is currently married can bypass
the registration process — and the
chances of online scamming is greatly
reduced. Additionally, all one-to-one
dates on the platform are facilitated
by experienced dating practitioners.
“All our members are genuine
singles,” emphasises Chan. Photos
that are loaded are also screened
and validated, matched to the actual
people by dating associates.
“Our events are highly anticipated,”
explains Chan. Besides organising
lunch, tea and dinner dates, there are
also activity-filled dates like treasure
hunts, karaoke, cycling and groupthemed events like the Amazing Race
for couples, arcade gaming, Escapethemed events and from September,
PokeDates, tapping into the Pokémon
Go craze.
Another plus point is the fact
that all iMu members have access
to Divine Connect’s date coaching
services. This is especially good
for members who struggle on
dates. Dating specialists share
dating advice and help members/
couples focus on areas that they
need help with, for example time
management, confidence building
and understanding the psychologies
of men and women. “People who
undergo this coaching come out
transformed. Our idea is to be
completely service-oriented and to
provide a holistic dating approach and
experience, helping people find their
partner and settle down,” says Chan.
What’s on the Horizon?
The company is working on
enhancing its apps and website,
adding more features that will
entice people to stay on their
website longer. It will also up its
social media strategy, especially
on Facebook, Instagram
and YouTube. Keeping to its
formula of success, more events
will be added to its line-up so
members have even more to
look forward to.
O C T–D EC 2 01 6 / DUE T
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I N YO U R ‘ H O O D

KATONG

Gentrification seems to have
largely given this eclectic
neighbourhood a miss — at
least for now. Here is a guide
to its best-kept secrets and
Instagram-worthy backstreets
By Chin Wei Lien

WHICH DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST
upmarket residential neighbourhood in Singapore? If
you were immediately to think of the private estates
off Grange Road or somewhere on Sentosa, you
wouldn’t be too far off the mark. However, back in
the old days, two estates stood out above the rest:
Tanglin and Katong. In fact, they even had their own
nicknames: Golden Tanglin and Silver Katong.
In the early days, Katong was the go-to
neighbourhood for the wealthy, due in part to the
fact that it is so close to the sea. In the mid 20th
century, however, the area adopted a somewhat
seedy reputation, with shady karaoke bars cropping
up in its midst. Despite everything, Katong managed
to clean up its act over the years and remains one of
the stewards of Peranakan culture. Not to mention
the fact that it is a neighbourhood that has struck the
perfect balance between the old and the new.
The Great Melting Pot
The fact that it is without an MRT station to call
its own may sound like a major inconvenience, but
that is the way Katong residents like it. Even today,

08
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A. Shophouses: Or,
as we like to call them,
the perfect Instagram
backdrops
B. Beef Rendang:
Nothing else goes
better with rice than
this Peranakan delicacy
C. Kuih Lenggang:
The perfect dessert to
share with that special
someone

Katong remains free of mega malls and
insufferable foot traffic (112 Katong is
nowhere near as overwhelming as, say,
NEX). It is as if things have evolved
on their own somehow. Unlike other
gentrified neighbourhoods, Katong
has managed to balance the old timers
and the newcomers, with an eclectic
mishmash of bars, local eateries (who
hasn’t heard of Katong laksa?) and, as
of late, one winner of Michelin’s Bib
Gourmand award (more on that later).
The Legendary Neighbourhood
Katong residents are known for
something called Katong Pride
— and for good reason too. Their
neighbourhood holds a great many
fond memories for Singaporeans, from

the corner stationery shop that houses
Katong laksa today to the old Odeon
Katong Cinema. Speaking of laksa,
there is also the infamous war waged
between the two competing Katong
laksa stalls along the same street.
Late-Night Hangouts
As colourful as the shophouses look
in the day, Katong truly comes to life
when the sun goes down. For those
tired of high-octane clubs in downtown
Singapore, Katong is a nicer, calmer
neighbourhood for late-night hangouts.
A drink or three at Bar Bar Black Sheep,
followed by some supper at Ponggol
Nasi Lemak on a Friday night? Sounds
like a plan! Also, if you are a karaoke
junkie, you already know that Katong

Shopping Centre is home to Teo
Heng KTV Studio, the cheapest
place in town to sing your heart out
until the small hours of the morning.
A Sweet Tooth
Maybe it has something to do with
its Peranakan heritage, but Katong
is also famous for its desserts. If you
wake up early enough, you may be
able to get your hands on Chin Mei
Chin Confectionery’s kaya toasts
(more on that in a bit). NineThirty
by Awfully Chocolate also serves
signature cups of Butterscotch Milk
and — gasp! — chocolate martinis.
And we will be here until the cows
come home if we start talking about
all the ice cream shops in between.
O C T–D EC 2 01 6 / DUE T
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A WALK
FOR
TWO
Photo Credit: Thebrokenchapter.wordpress.com

1

Staying true to its melting pot roots, Katong
has a little something for any occasion — if
you care to dig deeper and explore

4

BETEL BOX TOURS
AT BETEL BOX
HOSTEL

KATONG GARDENS
HAIG GIRLS SCHOOL
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You cannot have a list about Katong
without mentioning this Peranakan
shophouse. Owned by Peranakan history and
culture expert Peter Wee, this local landmark
houses Peranakan antiques, all beautifully
preserved in a two-storey shophouse.
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KATONG ANTIQUE HOUSE

Address: 208 East Coast Road

KATONG GARDENS
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ZAFFRON
KITCHEN

ZAFFRON KITCHEN
Zaffron Kitchen is one of 34 winners of
Michelin’s Bib Gourmand award this year,
and there are good reasons why. The classic
Indian fare here tastes even better than it
looks. Pick the dum chicken briyani — but
make sure to share it with your partner,
because the servings here are generous.

RABBIT
CARROT GUN
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I12 KATONG

HOTEL INDIGO
SINGAPORE KATONG
ROXY SQUARE

Address: 137 East Coast Road
Website: http://www.zaffronkitchen.com
10
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Photo Crourtesy of: Betel Box Tours

Photo Credit: Everyday-im-travelling.blogspot.sg
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CHIN MEI CHIN

KATONG

BETEL BOX TOURS

CONFECTIONERY

AT BETEL BOX HOSTEL

Time has not moved on at Chin Mei Chin
Confectionery since the 1950s. The breakfast
shop still has retro marble top tables and
floor tiles and old school ceiling fans. This
breakfast spot is great for its signature kaya
toast, egg tarts and curry puffs.

We are not asking you to stay at the hostel
(although it is a cosy place nonetheless).
Instead, Betel Box Hostel organises many onfoot tours around Singapore, including one
in the Katong/Joo Chiat area. This walking
tour even includes 30 sampling dishes of local
favourites at the end of the day!

Address: 204 East Coast Road J

Address: 200 Joo Chiat Road
Website: www.betelboxtours.com

5
RABBIT CARROT GUN

1

How much do you know about English
cuisine? Rabbit Carrot Gun serves British
classics for breakfast, lunch and dinner,
including its locally produced beer,
Buckshot Ale.

Photo Courtesy of: Rabbit Carrot Gun

3

CHIN MEI CHIN
CONFECTIONERY

Address: 49 East Coast Road
Website: www.rabbit-carrot-gun.com

KATONG
ANTIQUE HOUSE

THAT PERANAKAN TASTE
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Photo Courtesy of: Indigo Hotel Katong Singapore

ad
MARINE PARADE
COMMUNITY CENTRE

NEXT TO I12 KATONG is Hotel Indigo
Singapore, a new hotel which took over
the former police station. What we love
about this place is that it is one of the
few Peranakan-themed hotels in town,
complete with porcelain wares, tiles and
interior decors. A secret the locals won’t
reveal is the hotel’s Peranakan restaurant
called Baba Chews, a bar and eatery that
serves traditional and modern Straits
of Malacca dishes, such as ayam buah
keluak burger and chilli crab cakes. That
killer view from the rooftop of the entire
neighbourhood doesn’t hurt either!
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MASS APPEAL

MOVIE

Disease in Dystopia
Taking being lovesick to a whole new level

SOMETIMES LOVE FEELS
like a disease. In its early stages, the
symptoms of infatuation overtake
you. Your first date becomes an
opportune moment for the virus
to attack and spread through your
body. But it feels good, like the
afternoon sunlight entering your
skin, traversing the veins and up
into your tingling fingertips.
Fleshing out this lovesickness
quite literally is Drake Doremus’
sci-fi romance feature. Released
earlier this year, Equals casts US
actress Kristen Stewart and English
actor Nicholas Hoult as patients
of this phenomenon. Writing of
a dystopian future, screenwriter
Nathan Parker conceptualises
love as a dangerous contagion,
finding its victims among a
community of workers called “The
Collective”. The ability to feel has
been genetically phased out in
this emotionally sterile society, so
love becomes something called

V
P

The Right One May
Not Look Right at First
When Silas first contracts SOS, he
is drawn to Nia, who unwittingly
reveals through her emotional
twitches that she, too, has SOS.
Nia rejects Silas at first but he
persists and attraction gradually
blossoms. But Silas breaks off their
budding romance after an ominous
conversation with a co-worker.
Although Nia rebuffs him at the
start, it is she who cannot control her
emotions or stand being separated
from Silas, eventually seeking him

O

X
P

HAVE YOU FACED
DISAPPROVAL
OF YOUR
RELATIONSHIP
AND WAS IT
RESOLVED?
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Switched on Syndrome or SOS
and much of the film charts the
consequences of this epidemic
on co-workers Nia (Kristen) and
Silas (Hoult), who fall in love with
each other.
If even people who are
genetically made to be emotionless
can learn to love, the film offers tips
for those looking for love here, too:

“Dating a vegan wasn’t a big deal, until a
family dinner. Though he had his own meal,
something about our char siew yoke platter
made him go on about the disadvantages of
eating meat. With my parents’ blessing, he
shortly became my ex.”
— CARINA LIEW, 31

“I had an ex who used to pick her nose and,
occasionally, emit semi-toxic gases in my
parents’ presence. Dad had a little chat with
me and she was history soon enough. Despite
her smouldering good looks, social etiquette
was never her strong suit.”
— RAVI VISHWANATH, 35
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By Victoria Yang

out, even in dangerous situations,
paving the way for a reunion.
So for those who can’t seem to find
love, take heart! While you may not
be able to fathom it out now, the love
of your life could be right in front of
you; a long-time friend even, who has
harboured a long-standing crush on
you. Have a long list of requirements
that you expect of a soulmate? That’s
just a list and not reality. Be a little
braver and give someone a chance.
Like Nia, you never know if it will work
out unless you try.
Dating Spots Galore
Singapore may be small, but you
can learn from Nia and Silas, who
constantly had to look for safe and
uncrowded spaces for their dates for
fear of prying eyes. In fact, you can

make a date out of following their trail
of romance in Singapore. Yes, you read
right. Part of Equals was shot here.
You may not be able to loiter
around one-north MRT station, but
other locales where the crew shot
that you and your date could explore
include Forest Walk and Henderson
Waves at the Southern Ridges, the
Botanic Gardens and Marina Barrage.
Take Control of Your
Love and Your Life
With this widespread SOS infection,
citizens of the ultra-productive
collective are closely monitored and
carted away for grim treatment or
death when they show any signs of
emotion. This brings us to witness
the thespian abilities of Stewart and
Hoult as their characters try to keep
their blossoming romance (or disease)
under wraps from the rest of their
brainwashed colleagues.
But even when constantly under
the threat of being discovered, Silas
and Nia agree that the emotional
rewards of their love are worth the
struggle and soon plot an escape
route out of their oppressive society.
The lesson offered by this pair of
lovers and the trajectory of the film
is obvious: don’t fall to peer pressure.
Your relationship is not defined by
other people’s opinions. Even when the
whole world seems to conspire against
how you feel, follow your heart.

TECHNOLOGY

Three Apps
for Quick,
Fuss-Free
Dates
These mobile apps offer a
quick way to meet people
and find things to do

DATING APPS ARE NOT
always about romance. Sometimes,
all we want them to do is to
connect us with new people.
Just fish out your mobile phone,
fire up an app and organise a
meet-up with someone new in no
time — fuss-free.
HAPPN
Want to hang out with
someone cool after a hard
day at the office? This app
matches you with people
in your vicinity — but don’t worry about
privacy! You will be able to check up on
your matches before approval.
Available on: Android and iOS, Free
Get it: www.happn.com
PAKTOR
Unlike most other dating
apps, Paktor is geared
more towards social
interactions rather than
romantic relationships. The premium
option even allows you to filter matches
based on job and education.
Available on: Android and iOS, Free
Get it: www.gopaktor.com

“I am an atheist, but I once dated a religious
girl. Her parents — especially her mother
—were not at all happy with my beliefs (or
lack of ). I suppose it was no surprise that
we eventually parted ways after her parents
pressured us to do so.”
— WILLIAM CHAN, 28

“Although he was rich, he was never
snobbish and would hang out with me
on the kerb. His friends encouraged him
to drop me. But he didn’t give in to peer
pressure. Our relationship ended — but
we’re still friends.”
— NADINE DOU, 32

TASTEBUDS
Your favourite indie band
is coming to town, but no
one wants to go to the gig
with you — what do you
do? Tastebuds is built for music lovers
to find compatible dates. You can even
send a song to users before or after they
match up with you. Why say something
when you can let a song do the talking?
Available on: iOS, Free
Get it: tastebuds.fm
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Hoe Mei
Chen & Lye
Ming Chye
Tying the knot in March 19 2016, Mei Chen and Ming
Chye believe they were always meant to be together and
say that just because they met via a dating agency, their
love story is no less spectacular
By Shanti Anne Morais

decided to meet up again. That date
took place on 31 December 2014 at
Gardens By the Bay – a three-in-one
celebration of the Christmas season,
Mei Chen’s birthday and the New
Year. “This time, it was definitely more
romantic,” giggles Mei Chen. Ming
Chye reminisces fondly, “We found we
have a lot of things in common and
realised that we both are more homebound, not really liking crowded and
noisy places. We love reading books and
watching movies – the simple things in
life.“

FOR COUPLE HOE MEI CHEN
and Lye Ming Chye, their first date was
nice but not particularly impressive.
They met up at the Stadium MRT
station as their date took place at the
Kallang Bowl @ Kallang Leisure Park.
They had dinner, went bowling and then
strolled around the area. Commenting
on their first impressions, Mei Chen
says, “He was okay, lor. More tanned
than I expected him to be,” while Ming
Chye shares, “She looked like any other
lady, only very petite.”
Things Start Taking Off
They may not have been bowled over
by each other at first, but things started
picking up for them soon after. Ming
Chye texted her via WhatsApp while
she was away in Penang, Malaysia and
when she came back to Singapore they
14

Dating Moments
Mei Chen found out about Dating
Moments, an SDNTrust accredited
dating agency, when she searched
online for dating agencies in Singapore.
She says she chose them because their
response to her enquiry was “super fast”.
Ming Chye on the other hand did a lot
of research, visiting online forums and
reading reviews, ultimately choosing
Dating Moments. “Mei Chen was
my fourth date and our first date was
twoards the end of 2014,” he explains.
Mei Chen agrees that everything about
Dating Moments was always smoothsailing. Both of them say they would
recommend the agency to others
because the founders and agents are
very sincere.
Meant to Be Together
The couple agree that there is a great
synergy between them which is why

they decided that even though the first
date did not blow either one of them
away, there was enough in common
to give it another try. By their fourth
date, they each knew the other was
“The One”. Mei Chen shares that on
this particular date, they went clubbing
and dancing at a salsa club at Clarke
Quay followed by a do-it-yourself
spaghetti dinner at Ming Chye’s home.
Mei Chen shares that Ming Chye
took a lot of trouble planning their dates
and has a lot of initiative. “He noticed
that I like music for example, hence our
date at the salsa club,” she observes.
Ming Chye adds, “I noticed that Mei
Chen is very easy to talk to and she
always makes me laugh. I feel extremely
comfortable with her.”
In 2015, the couple went for a holiday
in Johor, Malaysia where Ming Chye
popped the question. “I checked out
her thoughts and ideas on marriage on
previous dates to test the waters,” he
laughs. “It didn’t make me less nervous
though when I finally proposed!” Mei
Chen found the proposal extremely
unexpected and romantic. Her answer
was an immediate “Yes”, and the couple
then started planning for the wedding.
They turned this around really fast,
opting for “a simple and sweet” wedding
in March 2016, just 15 months after their
very first date.
Ming Chye says shyly, “We knew that
we wanted to spend the rest of our lives
together so the next step was obvious.
We are just so comfortable together.
We both appreciate the same things in
life. I believe our shared values seal us
firmly together.”
Both agree that they have eased into
married life very easily and are looking
forward to building a long and happy
future together.

CALLING
COMMITTED
COUPLES!

If you found your soulmate through
SDNTrust -accredited agencies, or know of
anyone who did, email us at msf_sdn@msf.
gov.sg (Subject: SDN Success Story). You
could win $150 worth of shopping vouchers
if your story is featured.
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CHERYL

WEE

Actress Cheryl Wee heads for her debut on the big
screen in the upcoming film, My Love, Sinema, and
shares her knowledge of love on and off the film set
By Tham Yong Xian

You started acting in television. How has the road to
the silver screen been, including its challenges?
One of the biggest challenges was getting into character
— to put Cheryl Wee aside and step into the shoes of
someone else. Another challenge was to stop blinking like
I was constantly trying to make a pass at my co-actors!
Veteran actor Zheng Ge Ping was very helpful and
suggested I train my eyes by staring into a light bulb daily
for as long as possible without blinking.
But having encouraging and good mentors, producers,
directors and a supportive family helps a whole lot in
overcoming the challenges.
From receiving the script to post-production, how
was the process for you in My Love, Sinema?
One word: stoked. I have a thing for period flicks and
dramas. The film is set in Singapore in the 1950s and it
was a very colourful yet tumultuous period. To be given a
chance to step into a time machine and live it out was pretty
awesome.The film is a throwback to when movies were reels
and love was simple. You need to watch it and transport
yourself into one of the greatest times in history.
Was it awkward for you to be “in love” on-screen with
your co-lead Tosh Zhang?
Tosh is a really easy-going guy, and kind of shy in person.
It definitely worked for the character he was playing, which
made it seem even more real. He is really professional so it
definitely wasn’t awkward.
FOLLOW CHERYL
instagram.com/cherylweexh
www.cheryl-wee.blogspot.com

Do you believe in love at first sight or by cultivation?
It’s odd because I’m a practical Taurus but I still believe
in love at first sight. I’ve always been a fan of romantic
comedies and grew up with Disney Princess movies with all
that “lovey-dovey” stuff. I am a total sucker for it all!
But of course, it doesn’t always happen; there are some
things you have to work at, cultivate and let grow. That
could also be the most beautiful kind of love. Magic
happens when you fall in love and blossoms when you are
committed to love the one you end up with.
What’s your one piece of advice to singles?
If you like it you should put a ring on it.
My Love, Sinema opened in cinemas 8 September. Follow the
characters’ and actors’ journey and get updates about the film at
facebook.com/MyLoveSinema
O C T–D EC 2 01 6 / DUE T
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THE MAKEOVER

Written by Victoria Yang
Art Direction by Cherlin Chan
Styling, Make-up/Hair, Photography
by A Pixels Photography Pte Ltd
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OUTFIT #1

On Haswani: Cream top from H&M; denim romper

from Love Bonito; heels from Forever 21; necklace and
bangles from Lovisa
On Terence: Cotton shirt from Ben Sherman; cotton
bermudas from Uniqlo

THE FUN RISES
IN THE EAST
A LITTLE RED DOT WE MAY
be, but just as Singapore is known
by numerous other names like the
Lion City, City in a Garden (and
previously Garden City), and
Temasek in the 1300s, there are many
enjoyable haunts and small suburban
surprises that make up this island citystate. As urban planners continue to
decentralise commercial activities
and move them outside the areas
conventionally thought of as the city,
more activities and amenities are
popping up close to where we live.
So why head to town? Make
a date to traipse around a
neighbourhood that you’re not
familiar with. Just ask those who stay
on the East side of the local map.
Their pride at staying in the East
is a real thing, while the Westies of
Jurong and Woodlands are sure
to fight with you readily to defend
any accusations of their beloved
neighbourhood being ulu (remote),
as stereotypes go.
So head out to the
neighbourhood to learn more
about this place you call home!
Surprise findings will make it a more
memorable date. Start by putting
on your flip-flops (as our tropicalattuned fashion sense goes), berms,
shorts or a sundress or get inspired by

outfits worn by our makeover couple
and these pointers:
Get Some Sun: There’s no point
going out to explore a different
neighbourhood if you’re going to give in
to the availability of air-conditioning in
a restaurant down the road, five minutes
after you start your walk. Get outdoors
into the light! Given our sun-drenched
weather, don’t forget to protect yourself
with sunscreen and don some shades to
look cool and help you avoid squinting at
everything around you (see Outfit #1).
Plain Can be Bold: It’s also cool if
you’re accustomed to buying plainlooking outfits but want to be just a little
bit more out there. Plain and pared down
designs can be bold too – like a shirt with
loud stripes – or throw on a statement
accessory, like a colourful necklace (see
Outfit #2).
Pay Attention to the Details: A
plain shirt or dress can also be jazzed
up with tiny details, such as a pocket
in a different colour or small print such
as florals or tiny icons. They make your
frame just that little more noticeable and
interesting (see Outfit #3) – perfect for
shy daters who want to step out of the
shadows and into the warm light
of romance.
O C T–D EC 2 01 6 / DUE T
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OUTFIT #2

On Wani: Jumpsuit from Zalora; necklace from
H&M; heels from Forever 21

On Terrence: Sweater from River Island; trousers
from Zara; shoes from New Look

Terence Chung, 28, Analyst
I’m an outdoor person and shy but
I’m quite comfortable with people. I’m
used to doing things by myself and
enjoy my own time so I’m fine being
single, so whoever comes along is a
blessing. I just go with the flow.
Qualities in a Partner:
I’d like someone who is more outgoing,
extrovert and fun-loving, also
someone who has a plan for herself
in life. A good date for me would be
doing something sporting, such as
running. If we could play badminton,
that would be great!
A Word for Other
Singles Out There:
My advice is to never stop looking!
He or she is out there, it’s just that you
have not met them yet. Also, you need
to love yourself before you can fully
love others.
18

Haswani S, 29,
Medical Social Worker
Friends will describe me as a creative,
passionate and “chillful” Gemini
– that’s a combination of cheerful
and chilled!
Qualities in a Partner:
I’m looking for someone who is kind,
and playful; and not too serious. I’m
attracted to people who are risky
and adventurous. When someone
pushes on in spite of obstacles and has
passion — that’s attractive too.
A Word for Other
Singles Out There:
In love you always struggle and there’s
good and bad, but also grey areas.
Every relationship is a learning curve
and one of the biggest lessons I had
was to forgive, even when the other
person didn’t say sorry.
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OUTFIT #3

Shirt from
Zalora

Floral jacket
from New
Look

White top is
stylist’s own

Red Trousers
from Love Bonito

Trousers
from Zara

Shoes from
New Look

Heels from
Forever 21

BEFORE THE MAKEOVER...
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The Dinner Date

The Verdict

Proudly sponsored by Table at 7

How was the Makeover experience?
T: It was awesome! It’s the first time I had
a makeover and dinner at a fine dining
restaurant with a date, so it was novel.
W: It was fun to try on new looks and the
dinner was “yumawesome”!

MAKE A BIG IMPRESSION
at this fine-dining restaurant, Table
at 7. Wow your date with more than
six decades of expertise amassed
by veteran restaurateurs. With its
décor of European art and black
furniture and a glass pane offering a
live display of the chefs’ skills in the
kitchen, this luxe space revels in a
cosy and intimate ambience.
Be warned that the food will
leave your mouths busy and your
tongues tied! Quality imported
products are matched with
fresh local produce, producing
memorable culinary creations.
Particular eaters will be overjoyed
at getting to look through two
menus – an à la carte menu serving
up both modern European fare and

gourmet Indonesian cuisines — and
a mixed degustation menu.
The Indonesian specialities
prepared by executive chef and coowner Eugenia Ong include wagyu
oxtail rendang, nasi kuning platter
and pan-seared five-spice quail with
aromatic spice reduction and kaffir
lime, rocket and pine nuts. These
dishes put you and your date in
the good hands of Chef Ong, who
brings her varied experience to your
table: managing her family’s Jawa
Timur Indonesian restaurant and
setting up Singapore’s first satay
restaurant, Pasar Satay.
If your palate feels more drawn
to European cuisine, follow the
recommendations of the other
owner and executive chef, Karl
Dobler. Chef Dobler jet-setted
from Austria and across to
Switzerland and Sydney in his early
career, picking up the intricacies
of each territory’s cuisine before
making his way to Singapore to
start the Salut group of restaurants.
You won’t go wrong with any of
these orders: char-grilled aged
grain-fed black Angus rib eye with
truffle mash and asparagus, and
twice-baked cheese soufflé with
white fondue sauce.

Address: 7 Mohammed Sultan Road, S(238957)
Reservations: 6836 6362 or reservations@tableat7.com
Website: www.tableat7.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/tableat7
20

How was the chemistry?
T: Not bad! She’s an intelligent girl but
quiet. Perhaps she was tired after the shoot.
I tried to initiate conversation and talked so
much that I was afraid I was disturbing her!
W: It was okay. He did try to make
conversation but it didn’t go deep. I asked,
“What do you think of dating someone
not from your race?” He was like, “okay,
anything!” He didn’t elaborate or follow up.
Maybe he needed time to open up.
Any nice moments during the date?
T: We walked to City Hall after dinner and
got to talk more while enjoying the scenery.
W: We walked past the reverse bungee at
Clarke Quay. I asked him if he would ever
take it. His reaction was like “oh no, no, no,
never!” It was a big reaction and quite funny!
Would you go with your date again?
T: Yup, she’s a good date! Why not?
W: Yes, to hang out as friends. I thought
me taking a photo together was a chance
for him to ask for my number so I could
send the picture, but he didn’t. Maybe his
comfort level wasn’t there. I’m sure if we
bumped into each other, we could pick up a
conversation again.
Date rate:
T:
W:

UP
SIGN !
NOW

If you are single and interested in Duet’s
unique makeover and dating experience,
email a recent photograph of yourself and
your contact details to msf_sdn@msf.
gov.sg with the subject “Duet Makeover”.
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ASK THE EXPERT

SOCIETY W
PROVIDES
BESPOKE AND
DISCREET
MATCHMAKING
SERVICES.
BLINDFOLD
IS ITS APP,
WHICH ALLOWS
USERS TO MEET
SINGLES WHILE
PROTECTING
THEIR PRIVACY.

The Final Judgement
Is trouble brewing in paradise?
Write in to Duet and we’ll
consult relationship experts
from SDNTrust-accredited
agencies on your behalf. In this
issue, be enlightened on how
to deal with partners who are
possibly already married or who
have fickle temperaments.
Advice by Society W

Q1: I got into a relationship a few weeks
ago and although he said he was single,
something didn’t ring true. I decided
to check his status on the Registry of
Marriages. It turned out he was married
10 years ago! He said he had hidden it
from me because he was worried I would
not accept him but did not expect that
I would check his status. He told me
he and his wife were separated seven
years ago, but later on he said they were
divorced. Do I give him a chance?
A1: He might have sincerely not been
ready to tell you as you have only been
dating for a few weeks. If he seems
genuinly remorseful and you are convinced
he is a good guy, maybe you should
forgive him. However, his lying shows a
lack of courage and integrity. If these are
important values to you, then perhaps this
isn’t the best match for you.
To set your mind at ease, he should
explain the situation clearly. This includes
showing you the court document that
proves he is legally divorced, known as
the Final Judgement document. If he isn’t
honest and open and gives you vague,
ambiguous answers and inconsistent
stories, it may not be possible to build a
solid, stable relationship with this man.

Q2: I met a girl recently, but after
getting to know her, I realised that she
has a “princess” attitude. She only wants
people to take care of her and does not
have a give-and-take approach. People
can also only do things and activities
that she likes. When I told her what I felt
about her attitude, she told me to take it
or leave it. What should I do?
Q3: I have known this guy for a month
now through a dating site. We talk
on Skype and text and I feel a deep
connection with him. But he is from
Europe, believes in a different religion
and there is a 10-year age gap between
us. He says he wants to find a serious
relationship but sometimes he goes
missing for a week without telling me
where he is. Should I trust him and allow
my feelings to develop for him? We
have not met in person yet but I think
about him every day.
Log on to: www.duetsg.com for answers to Q2
and Q3!
Worried about your relationship? Confused
by mixed signals? Not sure how to woo your
dream guy or girl? Email your questions to
msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg
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I T ’ S A DAT E

October 2016
6 October, Thursday

JOURNEY TO
THE WEST

Calling all Westies! You won’t have to go for your office lunches
alone anymore. With this event, you will meet other singles who
work in the same area so you can always ask them to be your
lunch kakis or go for dinner and even drinks after a hard day at
work! Distance and commuting time will no longer be an issue.

Location: Buona Vista
Time: 7pm – 9.30pm
Host: CompleteMe
Closing Date: 5 October
Group Size: 20
Price: $15 (includes only administrative fee;
meals and drinks at own expense)

8 October, Saturday

13 October, Thursday

ULTIMATE PIZZA PARTY

STRUMMING
SINGLES

Ever wanted to learn how to play the
ukulele? With this ukulele workshop and
speed-dating event, you will learn the
basics of the instrument and meet likeminded singles strumming away!

Location: Somerset
Time: 3pm – 5.30pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 5 October
Group Size: 20
Price: $65 (includes light
refreshments, teaching materials,
usage of ukulele for duration of
event, instructor fee and facilitation)

This pizza buffet offers a bonding
opportunity with other pizza fans.
While interaction is in groups,
rotations are guaranteed.
Location: 8 Pizza, Novena Regency
Time: 7.30pm – 10pm
Host: GaiGai
Closing Date: 11 October
Group Size: 30
Price: $49 (includes pizza buffet,
beverages, discreet facilitation and
secret matching)

15 October, Saturday

AN
OTHERWORLDLY
EXPLORATION

22

Head into a different dimension with other singletons in the
most bizarre locale in Singapore — Haw Par Villa! This amazing
race type event will take you around the park, through Chinese
folklore stories and myths and, of course, the infamous 10 Courts
of Hell!

Location: Haw Par Villa
Time: 3pm – 6pm
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 15 October
Group Size: 24
Price: $28 (includes games and facilitation
fee only)
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October
November
M: Member

December

NM: Non-member

15 October, Saturday

GET EGG-CITED
Can’t get enough of the salted egg yolk
craze? Then why not learn how to make
salted egg yolk dishes yourself? Join
this hands-on session with other singles
to learn how to create salted egg yolk
croissants and molten lava cake.

22 October, Saturday

Location: TBC
Time: 3pm – 6pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 12 October
Group Size: 16
Price: $75 (includes
facilitation, baking materials,
instructor fee and light
refreshments)

ESCAPE WITH
OTHER SINGLES
You can’t escape from the popularity of
escape games! Get your brain firing in this
team-based escape game and make new
friends at the same time.

Location: Harbourfront MRT
Time: 2.30pm – 5.30pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 21 October
Group Size: 24
Price: $49 (includes escape
game, café refreshments and
facilitation)

28 October, Friday

MASQUERADE
OF MYSTERY

Love mystery, elegance and… masquerade parties? You might
just meet the right one behind the mask in this memorable
dining session to mark the upcoming Halloween.

Location: Central
Time: 7pm – 10pm
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 25 October
Group Size: 20
Price: $55 (M), $65 (NM)

Never been to Sisters’ Island? Discover this island south of
Singapore with friends-to-be and enjoy a potluck picnic as
part of the event. Do bring along food for sharing – it’s a
chance to impress!

Location: Sisters’ Island
Time: 2pm – 7pm
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 26 October
Group Size: 30
Price: $26 (includes boat ride)

29 October, Saturday

ISLAND LIFE
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November 2016
4 November, Friday

1-TO-1 QUALITY
SPEED DATING

Find speed dating a little too… speedy? This quality dating event
will be just right for you! This dating dinner allows for one-toone dining for 10 minutes before each round of rotation. This
gives singles a chance to build chemistry and conversations.

Location: Raffles Place
Time: 7pm – 10.30pm
Host: Complete Me
Closing Date: 3 November
Group Size: 20
Price: $58 (includes a three-course dinner)

Take to two wheels to explore the flora and fauna of Coney and
you might even meet the island’s gentle free-roaming bull!

Location: Coney Island
Time: 2pm – 5pm
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 2 November
Group Size: 24
Price: $28 (includes facilitation and one drink;
bicycle rental not included)

5 November, Saturday

CYCLING @
CONEY ISLAND

5 November, Saturday

11 November, Friday

6 November, Sunday

NERF BLASTER BATTLE

SINGLES DAY
MEGA PARTY

Get into the heart of the action in
this Nerf battle! A 30-minute session
of weapon mastery and an unlimited
amount of ammo will help you take
on a 90-minute Nerf Blaster battle
and opposing teams. Don’t worry
about the pain. The only things that
will hit you are foam “bullets” and an
adrenaline rush.

Put on your dancing shoes and
celebrate Singles Day with hundreds
of other singles! Part of an alreadysuccessful series of massive parties,
this takes place at one of the trendiest
clubs in town so you have an excuse
to get out and party all night!

Location: Somerset Skate Park
Time: 9am – 12pm
Host: GaiGai
Closing Date: 3 November
Group Size: 30
Price: $49 (includes light refreshments,
discreet facilitation and secret matching)
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SHUTTLE FUN
Break a little sweat at this
badminton event, where rotations
are allowed and time is also
allocated for breaking the ice
and socialising.

Location: Town
Time: 3pm – 6pm
Host: Complete Me
Closing Date: 5 November
Group Size: 12
Price: $39

Location: Suite 26, South Beach Tower
Time: 8.30pm – 10.30pm
Host: Lunch Actually
Closing Date: 10 November
Group Size: 300
Price: $38 (early bird price; includes
GST and 1 drink – house pours, juice or
soft drinks, facilitation and entrance to
Vanity and Suite26)
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July
August
M: Member

September

NM: Non-member

12 November, Saturday

RACE ON WHEELS

Cruise from East Coast to Marina Bay along an itinerary
provided and be rewarded with a dinner with your new friends.
The cosy ambience of the café is conducive to conversations
and relaxing after a workout.

13 November, Sunday

ESCAPE GAME
Show off your wits and courage in this
adventure game that simulates online
escape room games. The event makes
time for free and easy socialising after
the session so you can get to know
participants from the other groups.

19 November, Saturday

Location: East Coast Park
Time: 3.30pm – 6.30pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 11 November
Group Size: 24
Price: $49 (inclusive of bicycle rental, café
refreshments and facilitation)

18 November, Friday

Location: Clarke Quay
Time: 3pm – 5pm
Host: Complete Me
Closing Date: 12 November
Group Size: 12
Price: $58

DATING UNDER THE STARS
Interested in horoscopes? You’re destined
to sign up for this event! Nevertheless, this
casual dinner will leave romance up to the
stars as everyone’s Western and Eastern
zodiac signs will be indicated on a list to
make conversations more interesting.

Location: TBC
Time: 7.15pm – 9.30pm
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 16 November
Group Size: 24
Price: $12 (includes
facilitation only)

26 November, Saturday

ULTIMATE TREKKER
Sweat it out in this exploratory
trekking session! Take in the emerald
sights of one of Singapore’s largest
rainforests while trekking to the peak
of the hill with your new friends.
Location: Bukit Timah Nature Reserve
Time: 9am – 11am
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 16 November
Group Size: 15
Price: $30 (M), $40 (NM) (includes
drinks and light snacks)

FOOD HUNT
ACROSS THE
CAUSEWAY

Push your café-hopping habits even
further by chilling out at the latest
cafés and restorans across the Straits
during this fun food-hunting trip to
Johor Bahru. Avoid the long bus ride
queues and take the historical train
route instead!

Location: Johor Bahru
Time: TBC
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 23 November
Group Size: 16
Price: $35 (M), $40 (NM) (includes
2-way train tickets only; meals and
drinks at own expense)
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December 2016
2 December, Friday

KNOWING YOUR
“TYPE”

Get in touch with yourself and the way you date with an
Enneagram profiling test conducted by professional specialist
Coen Tan. It may enlighten you with some knowledge about
yourself and your motivation, which in turn may help to pave the
way to building more meaningful interactions and relationships.

3 December, Saturday

Location: Lavender MRT
Time: 7pm – 10pm
Host: Love Express Services
Closing Date: 1 December
Group Size: 15
Price: $69 (inclusive of light refreshments,
trainer fee, facilitation and an Enneagram
profiling test)

4 December, Sunday

PRIVATE SCREENING:
MOVIE DATE NIGHT
Get out of the house pronto for this
private movie screening! After the
movie, head up to the rooftop bar for
the nightlights of the city skyline.
Location: Chinatown
Time: 6pm – 10pm
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 30 November
Group Size: 28
Price: $35 (M), $40 (NM) (inclusive of
movie screening and facilitation only)

KARAOKE, OKAY?

Belt out those love songs and duet with
other singletons at this karaoke event.
Group rotations ensure no one hogs the
mike. There’s also time for socialising so
those who hit it off won’t have to try to
converse amid off-key warbling.

10 December, Saturday

Location: Town
Time: 3pm – 6pm
Host: Complete Me
Closing Date: 3 December
Group Size: 20
Price: $49

18 December, Sunday

FOODIE FUN AND RUN
Compete against other teams and
with new-found friends to discover
secret food finds in this food race
game in the heart of Chinatown.

LEATHER UP
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Get crafty with other singles! In this Leather
Quadro Workshop, learn the fundamental
techniques of working with leather. Create a
leather coin pouch, cardholder or bracelet for
yourself or, better, gift it to a special new friend
you make in this workshop – just in time for
Christmas!

Location: Bynd Artisan, Holland
Village
Time: 3pm – 6.30pm
Host: GaiGai
Closing Date: 8 December
Group Size: 30
Price: $99

Location: Chinatown
Time: 2pm – 5pm
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 15 December
Group Size: 20
Price: $28 (inclusive of games and
facilitation)
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July
August
M: Member

September

NM: Non-member

24 December, Saturday

25 December, Sunday

QUICK AND QUIET DATES
UNDER THE MISTLETOE
Find someone standing under the
mistletoe at this Christmas meet-up event!
Gift exchange session included so you
know who’s been good.

Location: Central
Time: 7pm – 10pm
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 21 December
Group Size: 20
Price: $55 (M), $65 (NM)

Adventure into the quieter side of
Singapore this Christmas, through
reservoirs, Kampong Buangkok and Kranji
War Memorial. One-to-one seat rotations
will be conducted in the chartered coach
while en route, so it will be a magical bus
ride, too!

Location: Marsiling MRT
Time: 2.30pm – 8.30pm
Host: One Plus One
Closing Date: 22 December
Group Size: 30
Price: $18 (includes
transport, drinks and tidbits)

29 December, Wednesday

DATING WORKSHOP
FOR LADIES

Confused about the affairs of romance? Still dateless even
after attending an incredible amount of dating events? Let this
workshop help you out in your quest to meet someone special!

31 December, Saturday

Location: Restaurant @ The Central, Clarke Quay
Time: 7pm – 10.30pm
Host: Complete Me
Closing Date: 28 December
Group Size: 20
Price: $20 (only for workshop; meal and drinks at
own expense)

31 December, Saturday

YEAR-END MEGA PARTY
SINGAPORE
RUNNING MAN
A fan of the Korean variety show, Running
Man? Experience a local version of the
race this New Year’s Eve! Entertainment,
joy and laughter guaranteed.

Location: Sentosa
Time: 1pm – 4pm
Host: Dating Moments
Closing Date: 28 December
Group Size: 30
Price: $60 (M), $70 (NM)

Celebrate the end of another good year
and toast to a new beginning! Participants
are welcome to stay to enjoy a countdown
party among their newly-acquainted pals.
Expanding your circle at this party will
bode well for your social calendar in 2017!

Location: City Hall
Time: 8.30pm – 10.30pm
Host: Champagne SG
Closing Date: 28 December
Group Size: 100
Price: $18 (inclusive of
games and facilitation only)
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ACCREDITED AGENCIES

ONLINE DATING SERVICE

ONE-TO-ONE MATCHING SERVICE

A DANCE DATE
A Dance Date aims to bring together
people who feel the spirit of dance — from
their fingertips to their toes — and who
wish to share it.
www.adancedate.com
8157 7733
CHAMPAGNE SG
Champagne SG offers a full suite of dating
services, from events to personalised
matching services, guaranteeing an
exclusive experience.
www.champagnesg.com
6838 0298
COMPLETEME
CompleteMe organises indoor and outdoor
events, specialising in one-to-one speed
dating, which increases the chances of you
finding a mutual match.
www.completeme.com.sg
8125 2321
DATING MOMENTS
Dating Moments specialises in one-toone matching services, creating unique
opportunities for singles to meet through
activities both exhilarating and relaxing.
www.datingmoments.com
6748 2833
eSYNCHRONY
eSynchrony offers online and offline
dating based on 16 areas of compatibility.
A dating consultant will arrange real dates
with people you’re matched with online.
www.eSynchrony.com

GAIGAI
Casual settings, quality dates, and reasonable
prices — this is GaiGai’s philosophy to make
effective offline dating affordable for singles.
www.letsgaigai.com
6222 9670
IMEETYOU
Get a date with i-MeetYou.com and create
your love story with our time-saving and
secure online dating platform. Make your
first date easy and fun with our wide range
of dating activities!

DATING EVENTS

LOVE EXPRESS
Those looking for fun lifestyle events need
look no further than Love Express.

www.loveexpress.com.sg
6823 1232
LUNCH ACTUALLY
Lunch Actually is Asia’s first and largest
lunch dating agency. Its app, LunchClick,
helps singles go from online interaction to
offline meet-up seamlessly.
www.lunchactually.com
www.lunchclick.co
6532 0010
ONE PLUS ONE
One Plus One equals you and me, so join an
expanding group of singles who are looking
for affordable and exciting events.
www.oneplusone.com.sg
9017 0885
SINGLES MINGLE
What’s the secret to finding true love?
Mingling, of course! So do just that with
Singles Mingle, which provides a list of
holistic events.
admin@singlesmingle.sg
6726 9856
SOCIETY W
Society W provides bespoke and discreet
matchmaking services. Blindfold is its app,
which allows users to meet singles while
protecting their privacy.
www.societyw.com
www.blindfold.sg
6222 8717
VIVAONE
VivaOne offers a variety of events for busy
professionals to network and hopefully
meet that special someone.
www.vivaone.com.sg
8223 8895

The SDNTrust accreditation framework for the dating industry was
introduced to ensure high standards of professionalism and excellence
for singles. The private dating agencies on this page have all been
awarded this trustmark.

www.i-meetyou.com
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DEALS

SIX FINE FRAGRANCES

VALIDITY: 1 OCT – 31 DEC 2016

WEBSITE: WWW.SCENTBYSIX.COM

15% DISCOUNT WITH CODE
• APPLIES ONLY TO ONLINE PURCHASES AT WWW.
SCENTBYSIX.COM
• APPLIES ONLY TO PURCHASE OF 2 X 20ML FRAGRANCES
FROM THE WEBSITE
• ENTER PROMOTION CODE “DUETWITHSIX” AT CHECKOUT

Six Fine Fragrances prides itself on
artisanal fragrances that bring you emotional
experiences in a bottle. Three unisex blends
– 123 Tribeca, 1724 Puka and 27F° Biei — will
appeal to those who appreciate life’s little
luxuries, whether urbanites, romantics
or adventurers.

DC COMICS SUPER HEROES CAFE

VALIDITY: 1 OCT – 31 DEC 2016

FACEBOOK: WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/DCSHCAFE

10% OFF BILL
• VALID UPON PRESENTATION OF COUPON
• NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT OR PROMOTION, INCLUDING
LUNCH SET MEALS
• NOT VALID ON WEEKENDS, PUBLIC HOLIDAYS AND EVE OF PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
• IN CASE OF ANY DISPUTES REGARDING DISCOUNTS AND PROMOTIONS,
THE DECISION OF DC COMICS SUPER HEROES CAFE AND DC COMICS SUPER
HEROES IS FINAL
• DC COMICS SUPER HEROES CAFE AND DC COMICS SUPER HEROES
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO AMEND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
DISCOUNTS AND PROMOTIONS WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

DC Comics Super Heroes Cafe gives you
a taste of the DC Universe with its hero (and
villain) themed menu through an array of
salads, mains, desserts and retail merchandise
too! This official diner is licensed by Warner
Bros. Consumer Products. No matter what
side you fight for, you’re likely to surrender to
the sumptuous dishes found here.

TABLE AT 7

VALIDITY: 1 OCT – 31 DEC 2016

FACEBOOK: WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/TABLEAT7

10% OFF BILL

TABLE AT 7 is the sum of over 60 years of
culinary expertise by veteran restaurateurs.
This cosy yet luxe fine-dining space serves
up quality imported products paired with
fresh local produce in two different menus
— an à la carte menu of modern European
cuisines and gourmet Indonesian cuisines —
and a mixed degustation menu.

• VALID UPON PRESENTATION OF COUPON
• APPLIES ONLY TO FOOD ORDERS; EXCLUDES BEVERAGES
• NOT VALID ON WEEKENDS, PUBLIC HOLIDAYS AND EVE OF
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
• VALID ONLY WITH PRIOR RESERVATION: EMAIL
RESERVATIONS@TABLEAT7.COM OR CALL +6568366362

SMOKEY’S BBQ

VALIDITY: 1 OCT – 31 DEC 2016

WEBSITE: WWW.SMOKEYSBBQ.COM.SG

Smokey’s BBQ brings its brand of authentic
American barbecue to the shores of our
island. Homemade rubs and a traditional
American method of using smoking wood
chips to smoke and slow-roast its meats
makes for unforgettable, flavoursome and
juicy cuts and a deeply satisfying meal.
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FREE 12-PIECE BUFFALO WINGS
• VALID UPON PRESENTATION OF COUPON
• APPLIES ONLY WITH ORDER OF TWO MAIN COURSES
• VALID ONLY AT SMOKEY’S BBQ AT 32 SOUTH BUONA VISTA
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